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Touchstone Books. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 320 pages. Dimensions: 7.9in. x
5.2in. x 1.0in.You only think you want this life . . . Alex Maxwell is planning her wedding to up-and
coming music artist Birdie, ghostwriting video vixen Cleopatra Wrights memoir, and shes just been
assigned the story of the year by her editor in chief at a major music industry magazinean article
about the glamorous lives of women married to platinum-selling hip-hop artists. Alex has been
interviewing celebrities and hangers-on long enough to know all that glitters isnt gold, so shes
determined to get the real scoop. Still, its not going to be easy to get past the wives gilded cages. . .
Beth Saddlebrook, wife of aging rapper Z. They have three beautiful boys and a seemingly endless
supply of cash. But Beth spends her days trying to keep Z off drugs and fielding calls from women
hollering shes just a small-town white bitch and claiming to be carrying Zs baby. Only one person
understands what shes going through. . . Kipenzi Hill, multiplatinum-selling R and B artist and Beths
best friend. Her relationship with rap star and record label president Jake is an open secret in...
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It in a of the most popular book. It really is filled with wisdom and knowledge You may like how the article writer publish this pdf.
-- K ellie Huels-- K ellie Huels

Very useful to any or all group of folks. It really is rally interesting throgh reading through period of time. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr s. Dor r is Wintheiser-- Mr s. Dor r is Wintheiser
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